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Wednesday, April 27, 1966

NEW MEXICO J,OBO

l--lighlands Whip U. 11 . . 10
Despite Early Lobo Lead

(

-·

SPORTS PAGE

Highlands University came
from behind to beat the Lobos in
Monday's baseball game ll-:tO after the Lobos had taken a 9-3
lead during the first three innings of play.
The Lobo batters :proved to be
too much for Cowboy pitcher Kiln
Reynolds. The Highlands ace,
1•anked number 7 in the nation,
was relieved of pitching duties
after giveing up six hits after
two innings of play.
Four Pitchers Used
The visiting .Cowboys got 21
hits off the Lobo pitching staff
and completed four double ·plays
to take the victo1·y. Four Lobo
pitchers were used during the
game. Starter Bill Polk, · Paul
Cleveland, Bill Posen, and Jim
Hinkle played.
Drin'khahn came in for the
Cowboys in the third inning and
held the Lobos to one hit for the
rest of the game. That run was
scored by Pappan on a hit by
Ron Bunt.
The 'Pokes tied the score in the
fifth when Enrique Gonzales had
doubled and Beeman singled. Pappan of New Mexico walked in the
sixth and then scored on Bunt's
single to give the Lobos the lead
again.
Scores Final Run
Highlands tied up the sco1·e and
then went on to sco1•e the winning
run in the eighth inning. Runners were on first and second
THE BASEBALL LOBOS, led by heavy hitters
so far enjoyed a successfull 18-12 record in seawhen a Lobo third baseman
such as First Baseman Dick Ness (far left), have
son
play. (Photo by Kendall.)
walked to the mound leaving
third unprotected. Highlands'
Jay Cain moved from second to Ed Admin
third base from where he scored
Music Educators
on a squeeze play and tied the
The campus chapter of the
score. A single by 'Poke pitcher
Music Educators National AssoDrinkhahn drove in the final and
ciation meets Thursday, April 28
winning run.
at 2:30 p.m. in Room 108 of the
The win was credited to High{Continued from Page 1)
Fine Arts Center. A program will
lands' Drinkhahn and gives him a
presented by two members on
be
comes
from
teenagers
who
surUNM will host the University
6-1 record while losing pitcher
"How Albuquerque City .Schools
prisingly
ask
her
to tell parents
on
Educational
AdminisCouncil
was Posen who now has a 3-4 rec- tration at a three-day task :force
a Music Book." There will
that kids don't want everything Adopt
ord.
a]so
be
a display of books.
seminar
on
institutional
roles
:for
they ask for.
Lobos at 18-12
in-sl)rvice educational school ad"The appearance of the autoThe loss gives the Lobos a 18- ministrators.
mobile
has done the most to dis12 recot·d for the season and the
DRAG RACES
The meeting , which is expected . tort teenage behavior for it is a
Cowboys are now at 21-9.
to attract some ·four dozen uniALBUQUERQUE DRAGWAY
The Lobo game with Eastern versity officials and school super- source of power," she said. "Not
4 miles south on Broadway to
New Mexico scheduled for Por- intendents from all parts of the only is it a portable bedroom for
Los
Picaros Rood-East 3 miles
them,
but
it
is
used
to
get
away
tales yesterday was cal1ed be- nation, will be held at the Westfrom their parents."
cause of wet grounds.
ern Skies.
SEASON OPENING-MAY 1
The Council is made up of 45 Teenagers Given Too Much Money
Management:
universities in the United States
Miss Landers said there are
NEW MEXICO TIMING ASSOC.
and Canada which prepare educa- many reasons for this. Too many
"THE MIGHTY MIDGET"
TROPHIES AWARDED ALL CLASSES
tion administrators at the doctoral kids are the· products of divorced
THE WAIIT AD
level.
parents. They are also given too
Will Do th• Job lo1 You
Gale Opens at 7:00 A.M.
The Albuquerque seminar is de- much money. "Teenagers get an
Time Trials at 8:00 A.M.
signed to study the job being allowance today for just breathEliminations at 1:00 P.M.
done now by universities in the ing."
field of in-service training for
school administrators and to set
guidelines for new programs in
the future.
Registration will be conducted
today at Western Skies, with the
first meeting scheduled at 8:30
Thursday when UNM president
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
Tom L. Popejoy will welcome par.( line ad •• 65c--4 times, $2.00. Insertions·
mwot be submitted by noon on day before
ticipants to New Mexico.
··
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·

.

243·0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and rCIIWlins:. S.,wing and mending, Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (close to Unl•
versity), phone 242·7533.
. PERSONALS
-

GtRL to share apartment expenses with

working woman and small son. 2 Blocks
from btl!! line. Call Carol at 242-8051
betWeetl 8 am•5 pm. 4/22, 2&, 27.
GREETING card!! for every oeeulon. Con•
teml)orary, .Mother's Day, Allo Quality
Wedding Invitations. Gresham'& Hous~ of •
llalllllark, 3501 Lomas · NE.
FLYlNG atudomta check our new lower
ratee, Ask about the SG.dD Introductory
otl'e~; Many additional featUre!! at no
extra cost, Call Southwestern SkywaY•·

Applications for delegates to at·
tend the National Student Association congress this summer, are
to be turned in to the NSA office
by Friday April 29. Applicants·
are to use the regular student
government application.
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By CQurt Challenging
By MIKE MONTGOMERY
In its first meeting since the
spring student body elections,
Student Court last night heard

· JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
Write: P.O. Bo>< 11381, Albuquerque

COVERED W AGO
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Tennis •••••••• , •• $9

D. G. BUCKLES and Fred Bornstein are discussing final preparations for "The Typist'~by Schisgal and "Galileo" by Breeht. which
the two senior drama majors are doing as their senior projects.
'The shows will be presented Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. each
night. Admission is free but tickets must be picket up at the
University Drama Department main. office.

1FBI ·Plans
AIIIAWIY PRO-FECIED
fat' Club Plar

Appro,. Stringing Cosl
Tennl• •. • • •• • ••••

•7

Badminton ...... $8

ASHAWA't MULTI·PLY

For Regular Play
Approx. Slr!nglng Cost

Tennis ••••••••••• $5
Badminton ...... $4

I s H u L TON

two formal complaints concerning·
the elections and received a
promise of a third.
In the first complaint, Dana

Disclaims
Ab.omina~h·le Snowman

OLD TOWN

ASHAWA't VANTAGE

.

Dr~··.Nevison

.....

SEE INDIANS MAKE
tURQUOISE JEWELRY

For T~umarnent Play
Approx. Stringing Cost

.

'
'

Results of the · Electioti

STUDENT CHAPTER NOW FOilMING

Get it done right. Get MAN-POWER •• , the new P.ower-packed
aerosol deodorant! MAN-POWER'S got the stepped.up pene·
tration power, the 24-hour staying power a man needs. Goes
on fast ••• never sticky ••• dries in seconds. Try it! 1.00

. NSA Delegates

·•1

. ·

.

GOTA
MAN'S JOB
TODD?

City and county official!! will be
on campus for three days this
week for a county-city managers
short course.
The program is sponsored by
the University's Bureau of Business Resear~:h, the City Managers
·Association, and the Municipal
League of New Mexico. It opens
tomorrow and runs through Friday.
Sessions are scheduled for the
Student Union Building. Art Blumenfeld, director of the Bureau
of Business Research, will ad·
dess a luncheon meeting tomorrow. Blumenfeld will discuss Title
One of the Higher Education Act
of 1965, which deals with communitey development programs.
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Him!dayan :mountain climber
Dr• Thomas Nevison 'told the
11NM Mountaineering Club· last
night that his experienceS searching 'for the Abominable Snowman
have revealed no evidence to indicate its existence.
Speaking of his trek into. the
Himalayas with other scientists,
Nevison said, "Secretly we hoped
we would find a snowman and ·
thus become famous'. overnight

to· Investigate

· .Lovington Dfs.crint.inofiQn
New Mexico may have its first
'test case' of the provisions of the
1964 Civil Rights Act.
'The file on four students - two
Negroes and two white-s who went
to Lovington, New Mexico, for the
purpose of testing public accommodations has been demanded by
the Attorney General's office in
Washington today.
The attorney general's .office

will ask for an investigation by

the FBI. If the FBI finds a case
of discrimination, the attorney
general will prosecute for violation of the public accommodation
clause of the 1964 civil rights act.
Deliberately Testing
On February 12 four Action
Committee on Human Rights
members deliberately tried to test
the public accommodations in
Lovington. In two out of the three
motels visited, the Negroes were
discriminated against.
At the first motel the two Negroes tried to get a room and
were refusfld. A few :minutes after
the Negroes were refused, the two
white students asked for accommodations. They were given a
choice of two rooms.

McNomoro Visits
Fronce for Tolks

'
By United Press International.
·LONDON - Secretary of Defense McNamara arrived in Lon·
don yesterday for a two-day meeting beginning today of western
defense ministe:rs~ McNamara
says the ministers will be .con•
cerned with formulatinJ a,
policy towards France. Be 1$8YS
be hopes the ministers and chiefs:
of staff will move toward 'increased participation in defense
with NATO.
Earlier, McNamara made news
with the release of secret testimony to congressional groups. He
urged before the Armed Services
Committee that a nationwide fallout shelter program be developed
along With any anti-ballistic missile defense. McNamara said
through the proposed Nike-X system enemy warheads could be
detonated west of Washington
and winds could carry the :fallout
and kill millions.
It also was revealed that Me•
Namara told a Senate subcom·
mittee in February he believes
"substantial numbers" of U.S •
troops will .not be needed in Viet
Nam once U.S. objectives are met
there. He said he could not esti·
mate how many soldiers would
have to remain•.

When the group tried to get a
room in the second motel, the
two white ACOHR members entered first and were given a choice
of two rooms. When the two Negroes inquired about the remain· ing room 1· -they were refused.
The grou)l. . then went to the
county sheritf to iile a complaint,
but were forci!d .to undergo "severe verbal harassment," Terry
Lamm, a member of the group,

n!lw -

City Administration
Course to Be Given

Would you believe the ·'·MIRAGE will be ready in July?

No. 100

.

The annual .banquet-bu~ines-s
meeting of The Friends of the
Librari~nr;; will be held at 6 :30
p.m., May 7, in the Desert Room
of the Union. Spe~ker will be
Stephen A. Mitchell, former cam. paign manager for Adlai Stevenson. Reservations must be made
in advance at $3.50 per plate by
contacting Mrs. Marie Jones at
Zimmerman Libra1·y, at 277-4!l41.

•

.

Thursday, April28, 1966

Library Friends

~~~J

·~

Vol. 69

Landers Criticizes
UNM Plays Host American Society
To School Meet

tiona Building. Phone 277·400Z or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, fireplace, separate
dining room;: corner Jot w/aUey access:
to walled Yard W/inner walled patio. 0.6
miles to UNM. 323 Amherst Dr. SE.
$14,260: $450 down. 277·2020: 256·1243.
4/22, 25, 27, 28.
1950 CHEVROLET 2-door. Good condi·
tion. Asking $115. Call 242-7533. 4/27,
2S, 29.
SWIMMING noof. Fenced and filtered. Ex·
ceiJent S room home,. 1%, baths, garage,
barbcque~ patio, landscaping. Hard wood
tloo,.., ducted heating & cooling. Spot·
less. Extrlll!. $19,000. Facult)l' owner.
256-8228. 4/27, 28, 2D, 5/2.
HAND KNIT all wool roll collar ponch<rred and grey. $15.00, Will nlso knit oth·
ers to _your _cotot" selection. P. Hoyd,
256·2862, 4/27, 28, 20, 6/2.
MUST sell or trad~Porsclte 1959 hardtop
convert.ible. Make ofFer. Call Dr. Chapman,
298-1484.
. 4·13, 27
SERVICES
TYPEWRtTE.II. salos & repair. $pedal
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free Pickup & delivery. E & E Typ.,.
writer Service. 2217 Coal SE, plione

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY.SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

EDITOR CHUCK LANIER
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nent Subsidy OK'd by Senate
WASHINGTON - President
Johnson won a major congressional victory yesterday as the
Senate overruled its appropriations committee and approved $12·
(Continued on page 2)
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. • • but most of us were scil)ntists."
"We were prepared to examine
all the evidence that had previously been submitted to prove
the existence ·Of the snowman."
The scientists used many devices in their attempt to gather
evidence indicative of the snowman's existence. Cameras with
trip strings were stationed in
hopes than a snowman would
amble by, trip the string, and
leave a photograph of himself.
Nevison said that when a photograph of empty space was
found in one of the cameras, the
natives of the area.suggested that
the snowman had made himself
invisible when he tripped the
string. Much superl!ltition sur-tounds beliefs eone.,.ning t}le.
snowman, he pointe!l tout.

Nevison said that the scientists
said. They were also threatened, bought skins aJieged to have come
lie said.'
·
from the backs of snowmen. Later
Complaint Filed in Roswelf
scientific studies revealed that
: The group was unable to ·file the skins were actually bear pelts.
a complaint and were forced to
Alleged snowman scalps which
go to Roswe11 to do so.
have the status of religious relics
The case was then ta'ken up by in the Himaloyas proved to be
the U.S. Ciyil Rights Commission fabrications upon investigation.
who called it the most "airtight
"I would not go so far as to say
case of discrimination ever seen." that there is no snowman . • . I
After 30 days, the local chan- would hate to do that .•• but we
nels of justice were exhausted in found no evidence to indicate its
search for equity for this discrim- existence," Nevison concluded.
inating situation. The case was
then sent to Washington where it
reached the attention of the atTeacher Interviews
torney general.
Interviewers from two out-ofstate school districts will be at
Senate Postponed
the UNM Placement Center durThe Student Senate which was ing May. The representative from
to have been held this afternoon Window Rock School Dictrict,
has be!!lli& postponed until next Fort Defiance, Ariz., will be presThursday··"at 3:30 p.m. All old ent Tuesday, May 3, and from
and new 'senators are invited to Grant Joint Union High School
attend. The place will be an- District, Sacramento, Calif., TueSnounced later.
day, May 10.

'

Bowley,' Justin Joseph, Christian
We.stphal and Ervin Wortman
challenged the Elections Committee as defendant and Peter Rinn,
Ward Koeberle, Betty Jo Miller,
Rik Hess and Dick Baker as codefendants.
The plaintiffs' complaint read
in part, "The ASUNM Constitution was violated by the defendant in the person of the co-defendants in the 1966 spring election." The plaintiffs charged that
the ASUNM Constitution's requirement of an Australian ballot, by definition, secret, was violated by the Elections Committeeand its members.
..,...,~.
Ballots Not Secret
The plaintiffs stated that since
all the baUots were numbered,
and all voters' student identification numbers were placed next to
their respective ballot numbers
oil a list, required by the defendant, "the secrecy of the ballot was violated • . • the ballot
used was not an Australian Ballot and . • • thus the ASUNM
Constitution was violated."
The plaintiffs asked that those
ballots used in the spring elections as well as the voter lists
compiled by the election officials
"be impounde4 . by the .Studellt
Court • • • and destro7ed'' ~~(\e10
their - direction. They fumier
. asked $tudent Court to ~ake ally
necessary correi!tions "tb insu~.
that the ballots used in future
elections conform to the type specified in the ASUNM Constitution."
Name Not On Ballots
In the second formal complaint,
senator-elect Steven van Dresser
charged the Elections Committee
with failing to place his name on
100 of the ballots used in the
spring elections. He :further
charged that the Elections Committee failed to "correct the omission . . . after it was well-known
that such an omission existed.''
Van Dresser contended that "as
many as 77 ballots" not containing his name "may have been,
used during the election." By
reason of his total vote count, van
Dresser stated that "approximately one out of three" votel'lt. _
voted for him, and therefore 21)
additional votes might ,have been
cast for him had his name appeared on· all the ballots. Those
(Continued on page 6)

.~·

Blue Key Hosting
Honors Assembly
Scholarship, performance and
achievement at UNM will be recognized Thursday, April 28, at the
annual Honors Assembly to be
held at 7:30 p.m. in the Ballroom
o£ the Student Union.
Breaking away from the traditional daytime assembly, this
year's recognition ceremony in
the evening will be conducted by
Blue Key, honorary for senior
men. Philip Keen, UNM medical
student from Hobbs, is president.
Newly elected officers in student government will be inaugurated, the six class honoraries
for men a~d women will "tap out"
new members. The LOBO will
name outstanding senior wonian,
man, and athlete, and the annual
citizenship award will be given.

...
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DANGERS CltOWDED the Union Ballroom for
last night's Wednesday night "grubbies" dance.
A few are shown above unwinding to the music
of the Chessmen (background), who provided

music for the affair, one of the Union dance com·
committee's regular Wednesday night activities.
(LOBO photo by Noland.)

~~-u~~ay, April28, 1966 ·
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'"Anderson Receives .. Research Grant;
$30,000 Awarded for Five Years
career; .
Muc;h. of the grant money will
be· used to underwrite Dr. Anderson's research into the aging
process among atomic bomb survivors of Hiroshima. Dr. Anderson said he had plans to make two
trips a year to Japan during the
first four year13 of the grant
period and hopes to spend the
final year at Hiroshima.
Selected From 6
·Dr. Anderson is one of 25 young

Dr. Robert E. ,Anderson, assist.
ant professor of pathology in the
University of New Mexico Scho()l
of Medicine, has been named a
1966 Markle Scholar in Academic
Medicine, one of the high honors
of the medical profession.
l!is selection was announced by
the John and Mary Markle Foundation which will provide the
School ·Of Medicine $30,000 during
the next five years to assist in the
~yelopment of Dr. Anderson's

By Mail Order

New Pediatrics Chairman
Brings Record of· Service

$65.000 Is Given·
~o Pharmacy: ~chool

He will join the UNM faculty
this summer. The department of
pediatrics is a new academic department for the School of Medicine here.
·
Dr. Mortimer has done extenElmon L.' Cataline, dean of
sive research into l'heumatic fever ·theDr.
College
Pharmacy, has anand is the author or coauthor of nounced a of
scholarship
grant of
nearly: three dozen professional $65,000 from the United
States
publications~
Public Health Service.
He was appointed the Markle
He has appointed Dr. George
Scholar in 1961.
L. Baker, professor of pharmacy,
The new chairman of pediatricS' as director of the scholarship pro~s· the nephew of a well-known
gram established under the grant
New Mexicon, Dr. Harold M. fox: students· majoring . in phar·
Mortimer, of Las Vegas, a for- macy..
.
mer chairman of the New Mexico
Authoriz.ed under the Health
Highlands University Regents.
Professions Educational Assistance Amendments of 1965, the
grant will provide $7,000 for
scholarships during the academic
year 1966-67. There will be '15,000
in 1967-68; $21,000 for 1968-69,
and $22,000 for 1969-70.
will be granted to
The New Mexico Arts Commis· fillScholarships
the
needs
of
the student but
sion plans to employ the services will not exceed $2,600
for any 12~
of an Arts Coordinator during the

The newly appointed chairman
of the department of pediatrics in
the University of New Mexico
Sch()ol of Medicine is one of the
initiator!! of a mail-operated
.rheumatie fever detection ·and prevention aemce.
'
The service set up in Cleveland,
Ohio, by Dr. Edward A. Mortimer,
.,:, . ,Jr., and ather physicians, utilizes throat cultures" mailed to a
laboratory set up the Cleveland
Metropolitan General Hospital.
There they are examined for a
certain type of streptococcic infection which may develop into rheumatic fever is not treated in time.
Th.e project is financed by the
Heart Association and the U.S.
Public Health Service.
Dr. Mortimer at present is professor of pediatrics at Western
Reserve University School of
Medicine and associate director of
the department of pediatrics at
Cleveland Metropolitan General
Hospital.

in

'

\

$Ummer month-s. The 'New 'Mexico
,Arts Commission is looking

ROUNDUP

(Continued from Page 1)
million to begin the controversial
rent subsidy program. The House
has already approved money to
start the four·year program of
rent subsidies to the needy.
In other action. on Capitol Hill,
the House Education and Labor
committee has approved four major education bills that will cost
nearly $4-billion. There was not
one peep of diasent, and this was
believed unprecedented. Most of
the money will be for a program
of college construction grants and
loans.
-a-

Explosion .Kills Scientist
LONDON -+ Sources in London report that a soviet trade
• ?~~legate was killed in a British
Tesearch laboratory last night by
an explosion which he accident. ally set oft' during an experiment.
Secrecy surrounds the nature of
the equipment in the experiment,
which was observed by Russum
electronic experts.

throughout the State for a per•
son who is interested in this po·
sition. Such a person should have
acknowledged an interest in the
arts, administrative ability and
experience, freedom to travel
throughout the State during the
months of employment, and John
w. McHugh, chairman of the
Arts Commission, added, "an abil·
ity to work with people and a very
good sense of humor."
In furthering the development
of the arts in New Mexico, the
Commission has authorized the
organizing and financing of a
statewide arts survey to be undertaken during the coming summer months for the purpose of
determining needs in the field of
arts in the State. The Commission
will also employ four graduate
students during the summer
months to aid with the survey.
Any person who is interested in
applying for the position of Arts
Coordinator may write to the
office of the New Meidco Arts
Commission, 120 East Marcy,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

month period.
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while fulfilling your military obli,.
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gation at the same t'#e in the
.·'

JUNE 25 THROUGH AUG. 19
TRIPLE . , .. , . . . . . . . . . $157
DOUBLE. , ..•. , .. , . . . $175
SINGLE ........... ·... $19S
.. - ' .....
,Price includes meals Monday- thrqugh

Friday, maid SlliVice, swimming pool
and recreation. · ·
.
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1hinki11g PIANO?
SEE the YAMAHA PIANO
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Contact CWO Gonzales or
Captain Fanning at 600
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'
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Wyoming NE. or call 298-5431.
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-with or without focd-avollabl!',

~8~22~S~A;K~~~~~~~~

CALL ~4~·288.1
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TG I F Time Every Friday·

means PITCHERS of BEER
with pretzels . . . . . . . . . . . . . •55c:
3:30 p.m. 'til 5:00 p.m.

JOIN OUR STEIN CLUB
Ron & Ro~s

_OK IE Joe•s

I

1720 CENTRAL SE
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''" SpOOFER . SHOP
2404
Central
Ave
...
ACROSS fROM 'I'Hl GYM.

sorority-fraternity sweatshirts

over 100 designs
to choose rr·om ...
or let us print your .design
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volved in a free speech controversy last fall when civil rights
leader Bayard Rustin refused to
speak at the University of Maryland because he had to sign the
ol!-th in order to be paid. Rustin
did speak but only after tM attorney feneral ruled the oathsigning· was not necessary for a
one- or two-time appearance.
An attempt to repeal the law
was rejected in the last session
of the Maryland General Assembly, '!'he law is still the object of
a court test of it:; constitutionality, The suit is to be heard in
U.S. District. Court in Baltimore.
The Board of Regents of the
University of Colorado plans to
file a suit testing<- the constituti~n~Jity of, the Colorado path
~ntcli} ~l}lyV rbquires a persbp to
affirm liis allegiance to the Constitution, 'Jaws, and flags ofl the
Unite\1 States and CPlorado.
· •· · Avoided Dismissal
··'in another court action, Inlltructor Samuel Bowles has won
a restraining order from a Massachusetts court that keepSo the

'

.

.

~= ·+·
SlUDENT <;HAPTER NOW FORMING

. JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
Wril!ll: P.O. Box 11981, Alb11querque

for the

COLLEGE CROWD
RENTALS

Harvard Corporation from carrying out its plans to fire him be.cause he would not sign the, oath
of all teachers in the state.
The Massachusetts law is being
challenged in federal court by an
MIT professor, and Bowles asked
Harvard to be restr11inted from
dismissing him until the 'law's

SUZUKI
X-6 HUSTLER
THE HOTTEST LIGHTWEIGHT
EVER BUILT
~
The X-6, with its 6-spccd transmission.
out-perfol'!llS all other lightweights and
some heavyweights, All Suzuki warrantys are !or ·12 months or 12,000

.miles.

·

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

CUSHMAN MOTORS

OLD TOWN

265-7953
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e One-Day Service on Shirts
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ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE
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If your clothes are becoming to youthey should be coming to us.
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_U.s. Supreme Court last week
: declared the Arizona state loyalty
, oath an overly broad threat to
The Collegiate Press Service
, freedom of association as protecBALTIMORE (CPS) -Indica·
~ ted in the First Amendment.
tions are that last week's ruling
: In abolishing the oath, the by the Supreme Court striking
. oath, the ~ourt reversed a l'Uling do.wn the Arizona loyalty oath
may cause other states to :revise
1 by the Anzona Supreme Court in
· the case of a Tuc11on lilchool teach- or eliminate their oaths.
er, !lrrs. Barabar Elfbrandt.
The 5-4 decision .: the court
Refusil!d to Sign
declared the Arizona law uncon. ·. Mrs. ,Eifbrandt, a Quaker· re- stitutional because the court obfused to sign the oath on prlnci- jected to sections o! the oath that
pie and filed the case as a; test of referred to a person's. member' the law's constitutionality. She ship in organizations. In the rna. continued to teach without pay in jority opinion, Justice William 0.
_Tucson schools while the case pro- Douglas said this violated free: ceeded through numerous appeals. dom of association as protected
by the Constitution.
Justice William 0. · Douglas,
This ruling has already brpught
~who delivered the 5·4 ruling, wrote an announcement from the Marythat "a law which applie11 to merri- 'land Attorney General that "sig; bership without the 'specific in- nificant changes" will be made in
: tent' to further the illegal aim;s ; the Maryland oath and a pledge
! of the __o~ganiza~on ,in~ringes u~- • from other states to look at their
; ~oe:as.~~nlr .. !'~ . Pt:etected . ~ree· . oath11 in the light of the court's
,
latest decision:
• Such an oath rests on "guilt; by
The .Maryland Attorney Gener' association," Douglas wrote.
• al's: <!ftlce'. said a phrase is being
H~d Right &r'ore
: ; st,:icketr ~rom th.e Maryland oath
·.
· ~~ ' •· '. ~hat reqUit:es a state employee to
.
!n .e~~ber decisfons the court . -~swe!l.~.. that he is "not knowingly
:has ~etd tHe l!ltlltlls ht!.ve"a"l'ight'to · · a member of an organization en:~eqwre loyalty; o!lths ;,ront p1Jb; gaged" in .an attempt to over,lic «;~plo:yC!!~'W.•test . knowmgl throw the government.
;PartiCipa~Ion J? sub~er~1Ve g~ou~~·
As r~written! the Maryland
; :r~e dissentmg .~~~ces, m an oath Will requ1re a person to
:opu~Io~·~:l?r Ju~t.•~ .. Byron R.
swear he is "not a person who is ·
,White,. muii that:: QJlq, those pro- engaged in one way or another in
:.visions:' ():l;,tbe •.l).\'izb:Qa law that the attempt to overthrow the Govallow .Jl'PI!rs~n. to ·1ace crimh1.al ernment of the United States,
:cha~s.. f~r--•joining "subversive"
Maryland, or any political subdigroup•. ahould be overturned and vision of either of them, by force
·
:the oath requirement itself left or violence.'' ·
.intact.
. ,
The Maryland oath was in-

. or1e'·'lor:~·$l~oo . :·<· : :...;·::

Continue your coll.ege" ~duc:ation

('

!~~u,ct·R~Ies.Oo,th Stbfe Laws Face Tests
:~~!~~~~!~~2~L After A. .r,·zona's: .;D. e. cl·s,·o· n

•J
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LOYalty Ruling Brings Change
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bomb in comparison with people
who were not in Jiiroshima at the
time the bomb exploded.
While it is hypothesized that
the bomb survivors have a foresh!lrtened life span, Dr. Anderson's research is the only project
delving into the possibility of a
nuclear-induced speed-up of the
aging process. ..
Leaves For Japan
The UNM professor plans to
make his first trip to Japan since
1964 this spring, leaving about
May 1 for a stay of three or
four weeks. His future visits to
Hiroshima under the Markle grant
probably will keep him there for
a month to six weeks each time,
he said.
The Markle Scholar · grants
have been made annually since
1948 to relieve the faculty shortage in medical schools by giving
support to young teachers 11nd
investigators early in their
careers.

New Positions Open
For Art Graduates

-----------------

~flEWS

faculty members selected from
among 66 nominees for Markle
Awards this year.
The grant wUl be Pllid tp the
School of Medicine at the rate ·
of $6,000 a year over the five-year
term.
The 34-year old physician
joined ·the UNM faculty in 1964
after spending two years with the
U.S. Public Health Service Atomic
Bomb Casualty· Commission in
Hiroshima. It was during that
period that he began his study
of bomb survivors to determine
whether their shortened life span
is a result of acceleration of the
normal aging process or whether
it i'!l due to other causes.
For his work, Dr. Anderson is
checking chemical changes, known
to be related to aging, among survivors of the Hiroshima atomic

,a_ .
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The promises in Chicago that ants at the University of Michithe American Federation of ban formed the Teaching Fellows
.Teachers would try to do some- Organization and began discusthing about the "overburdened sing AFT affiliation.
teaching assistant" will be warmly
The group was formed to pro-heard on at least two of the na- test to the school's administration's major college campuses.
tion what they termed low sal. · Tel!ching and research assist- aries and poor working conditions.
'"ants at the University o( · CaliOn.e of the organizers,· Stephen
fornia at Berkeley and at the Uni- Grossbard, charged that teaching
veraity of Michigan have already fellow!! at Michigan "are existing
. registered their complaints about on incomes that are lower than
the system of which they are a the poverty level"
<p)lrt.
The group, which now claims a
- · , Last October· teaching and re- membership of 150, is •sking .for:
-statui!! as academic staff with
: research assistants at Berkeley
·.:aiked the local chapter of the library privileges,·adequate qftice
~.~merican Federation of Teachers .!!pace,. staff parking, and a chan~ tq investigate what :they called· an , nel of communication with the ad-l•ethical scandal" involVing fac- · ministration;
· ·
;.ulty-directed. ~_l!ea!c!l•. .
.-a salary incre~s_e from ,2,~00
:,; :.
Plagariaa Sucg~
to '3;600 Wlth a tuition exempt1on
:·: , Carl Reed, chairman . of· ·the . and · smaller
graduate-level
-chapter's !(ea)(e:nlif 'affjiis coui- '. clall!lel.
~niittee, -hall'; ;been· ·looking 'into•
In retsponse to their complaints,
''.:Charges that "a number of faculty Dean William Haber of the literlriembers • have:'.'pulilished under· · . ary college. told representatives
~;j;ljeir own nainei bOoks arid
"of the organization that the status
:;tiJlles which have been prepared of the teaching assistant was still
"'niainty by research asl!listants."
dual-they were both students and
:: :The local's inves,!ig!\~io~!!•.WJl.J.'§_ . s~ff~nd that t~e:v c«?u!d be
:1n.strumental in having the prob• · · gtven· faculty park1ng privileges.
::Jeins of research a'iisistants"~nd He said a . new office building
::1«taching fellows included. iil ;the. would go up in "about; 10 years"
·.~rogram outline'd by:;.·the" AFT.' in•' · aM that until then the teaching
~~icago last weekeq~. :· .
;:::,~,_fe}lows would have ~. make do
.,., :The Berkeley locaJ~. sa1d Jt has. , ~Ith th!,l . P~!l~n.t cpnditmns.
::!ormally documented the instances • :-: Jlaber·did .Jir?mii!e that the sal·
jr( which "unethical .behavior a:re .•aries for teach!ng fellow~ "would
"known to researchecl;!' The local · be looked at very harc;t
~aid it plans to relel!!fflll!';XJames,....,• ..'fP~ ..organizati~n said... it was
~owever, for fear the·•jobs of t))e, ~ot at all hapPY ~Ith Ha~!'s out~ccused professors might---"" be· · ·.hne ·of tl!e sJtuatiOIJ and 1t mtends
:;feJ>pardized.
. · - · · •• ·" to ·contfnue its eft'?rts to have t~e
..., •The union has asked for a more status of the eachtng fellow elart...ry ·~nd wo.. rkin. g
;.t.Parly defined relatiqnshi}l... ge:.. .':fl.!l.4.. ~nd ::his sala
~~ween the ptofessor a.l!ct. Mtl!. ; ~· ;:cogdnons~ !mnroved.
.ile"arch assistant assigned to· hi,!JI:-;: - • - • ·- . ·. •
~~equently," a union spokesman
Veterans Information
)~tid, "a professor will give. only.. . ~Q.;-l;; atn ccmtem~lating. con~ursory examination to a flmsliill.; .'\rer'Emg-by Gl. term 1n.surance to
,.pP<lduc:t to which he"stgn!J "hill" 'btdhlary life~ insurance. Will
·:fiame as sole author. Sometimes rearly dividends continue to be
~dly incidetltal recognitl.q_n··. :i!: :::.~J!id '9!l~he t;,onv-e~ted ins~rfttlce?
.)1;\Ven to the person who has- ClOne~"" • A.-ns; ·~ msU,J'IlJtci'! · diVIdends
~ !eal »'-o.~J.c,"· , .... . . . . ..
will be,paid on the converted ordi·
t"".~~~.S~!t1.~~-!t@~]U11t IJlllist.,. ... nary. .life.Jnaurance.
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Strike out from the
conventional . . . be a
partner to bold,
colorful paisleys .•• the
look that's "in." Styling
traditional Button Down
with tapered body, box
pleat and locker loop
in back. Make ~aste your
selection of this ,{ashion first
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Advance Guard collection.
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AN EXCELLENT ADDITION
The LOBO is pleased to note the second number in a Student Philosophical Journal at UNM.
THE SECOND ISSUE this semester of DOXA came off
the mimeograph press yesterday and is now selling at the
office, which is at 215 Bandelier Hall, for 25 cents.
The editors seemed to have put quite a bit of work into
this publication, and the authors of the six articles have
written clear, non-technical commentaries. As a consequence
the small journal with its yellow cover is a credit to UNM.
The articles range from Sartre and Existentialism which
is the first article to Shintoism which concludes this issue.
One article on the "A Fortiori Argument" is complete with
equations and diagrams.
ONE ARTICLE on "Contemporary Humanism" quotes a
;"Hfading 19th century philosopher as saying that faith in a
supernatural God is positively harmful since it leads to intolerance. The journal also includes a book review on "Moral
Philosophy" and a few short pieces of lyric philosophy which
are interesting.
·
DOXA will hopefully become a permanent bimonthly feature on this campus. It is copyrighted and is established, as
is stated by its editors, primarily for the publication of student work, though they do consider non-student articles.·
The three editors, Abner Buekholder, Robert Labbe and
Tom McElvain, have done an excellent job with this issue
and we hope the quality will continue in this vein bimonthly
from here on.
-Barabar E. Warne

··r·

Letters
MIRAGE'S RETORT

fAtten

11ft

_.,.,.,

.....

olloald he no Jonnr thaD IH
wordo, typewritten, cloablo
opac:ed.
Name,
telepboae
nnmber and ..wn. m..t he
lneladed, altbcniP wiD
be withheld nq-.,

you for a beautiful sports page
in yesterday's · LO:BO (page 8,
your name thereon affixed), although the time devoted to that
page did little to selve the problems which perplex the MIRAGE
in the form of the pages which
you owe me.
I stand on the satisfaction that
the information I gave the board
was indeed correct and accurate,
and that the reason expressed
concerning photographer nonproduction was presented to that
board in visible proof.
If you have insoluble problemil,
may I remind you that we encounter each othel' at .least once,
if not more, times a day, and most
of those times, no mention was
made to me about the ailmenta
voiced in your cryptic letter.
I shall look forward, with great
zeal to your reply, and most of
all, to your pages. Then, maybe
we ean get them on the line and
have the book ready in time.
Thank You,
Thomas Ormsby

Mr. Lanier and Mr. Kendall:
Your letter in yesterday's
LOBO concerning the faltering
production on the 1966 MIRAGE
was well received by me, having
not known about it until reading
same.
In your position of staff members on the MIRAGE, I feel it is
most just that you voice your concern for lagging results that have
occurred and I, at the same time,
would like to offer to the Student
Body this letter. If the both of you
charge that the statements made
..~ the last publicaions board
meeting were erroneous, I should
like to challenge your honesty in
not making known to the board
at that time of what you tenn deceit. I should also like to remind
you that I was promised by both
of you that I would receive forty
(40). of those deficient pages on
the Sunday following the Thursday meeting. When I did not, l
personally went to your residence
to inquire and was told that they
would be completed by the next
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
day (Monday), To this minute,
.J12 of those pages have not maDear Ediol':
terialized.
Your editorial in Wednesday's
I do not, for one minute, shirk edition was a welcome one in
the responsibilities imposed upon many ways. Except for coverage
me for the final product of my of student elections, it was the
employ, but I do question all of most coverage student governtjte sources that you lay blame ment has ·gotten in your paper
onto for the lack thereof.
since we . 'rptered as freshmen
In addition, I should like to three yeais 'ago. We appreciate
propose to you that you check this very much and would hope to
with the printer who is currently receive all much attention in the
composing the book, and ask him future.
if in fact, I have been unfair or ·
Although we felt that the critiabsent. I have made a specific cism was not well "founded in seveffort to be in the plant every eral instances, we also welcomel it
day, at least foul' times during as constructive. We would orily
each day to check upon the pages hope that praise as well as criti·
for which I am responsible.
cism will be offered in the future
when
felt appropriate.
1 should also like to remind
Sincerely,
you that y.ou too, are under l!lalDan
Dennison,
ary on the MIRAGE, and if you
ASUNM President
are so disturbed by the wage paid
Jim
McAdams, .
me versus the work produced,
ASU:NM
Vice President
then I l!hould lilce to congratulate

·-·

The Eli Lilley C~;~mpany~a
pharmaceutical firm-has made
an unrestricted gift of $25,000
to the VNM School of Medicine.
The company made the grant
to assist in the development of
the School which is now building
toward a four-yelP' program .
granting the Doctor of Medicine
degUe,
· Presentation of the 25-thousand
dollar 'check was made this morning td University president T~;~m
L. Popejoy.
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One of the more popular topics . •·. ~i :the rear, ~Sl~ tbiJ;tY:,, c~- ::
of discussion in some collegiate gresstonal mvesttgatJons, ofi'arycircles is the House Committee on ing scope, bad been carried out by
Un-American .Activities. Such either the House Ol' the Senate.:
discussions usually begin with one
Between 1800 · and 1928. soine· "
of the ritualistic cracks about three hundred and thirty CQJJJn'!l!IT·· · ·•
"McCarthyism," and then develop sional ·investigations ··bad .. })eel),._,.,
from there.
made, many •bearing ·BtrOilg ~bar- ";
Ensuing discussion, however, acteristics of the.· present. llouse ..
rarely get into matters of sub- · Committee on Un-American Ac~ •.. "
stance and into q11estions regard- tivities.
; : ,,;. · " •.;
'
--oThe. University's College of ing the legality of the body. Some · Incidentally, it should be,:.in-..,::..,
A ·
teresting 'to many. who make a :.: ..
Pharmacy bas received a 65-tbouwill say simply, that H ev 1s. point as to' the invocation ,of; the• ·r
sand d~;~llar sebolarship grant "illegal"
and has "no prece~ent
from the U.S. Public Health ser- in American history/' There the fifth amendment proteCtion, in ....
vice.
.
t d to
t.
giving· of testimony. · ·
, . '""',
matter 1s expec e
res
. Prior to tbe·1880'S'·fifth amend~ ..:,.
Dean Elmon Cataline bas apSince critics of the Committee ment protection.did .not extend "to.
pointed
pharmacy
professor are,
apparently, increasing in both. persons giving testimony .•in• •.a ,, . :
George L. :Baker to be administra- number and fury, it should be congressional · investigation •.• The ,
tor of the fund which will pro- useful, for purposes of discussion, fifth amendment, with the broad... ,.
vide scholarships through the
1969-70 academic year. Doctor to have ·a rightist make a few protection it· giVf~Sl' has ··been a ..
fairly recent iimovationj•witb ita'
Cataline said the ~rrant will pro- comments:
It
should
come
as
a
surprise
to
protection beii:lg. continlially ex.. ,. ·
vide 7-thousand dollars for scholsome
to
learn
that
there
is
a
very
panded.
" ' .. "' .... , , . ··~ ..,
arships next year; 15-tbousand
long
and
ancient
tradition
for
There
·are·many
·who
state that.,. ..
dollars for 1967-68; 21-tbousand
HCUA.
the
House
Committee
on ·Un- "
dollars for 1968-69; and 22-tbouFor
example,
in
1689
the
Eng:American
Activities
is
·bY
its ex.
sand dollars for the year 1969-70.
lisb
House
of
Commons
appointed
istence
today,
a
blatant
violation.
The grant was made to UNM
unqer provisions of. tile Health a ''select committee" to investi- of the constitution. This opinion,
Pr9fessions Edueatio(l ~.Assistance gate espionage in the Irish wars. and I think it ·only an opinion,
~c~ ' Amendments cit itl65. T~e This committee was given au- must be recognized as one which
tbority to "send for persons and is made opposite to tbe•1indings
bm~t per student under the propapers"
in carrying out its pur- of the · Supreme Court, a body ·
gram is 25-bundred dollar.i for
any 12-month period.
· ' · poses. Interestingly enqugh' this which pl'esumably exists to pass
early committee was also author- on such matters.
--oThe Supreme Court has taken
Twenty dental hygiene students ized to punish persons· who failed
to
show
up
at
bearings
or
to
give
exception
to . certain committee·
and 9 dental assistants are ex:
pected to complete their programs testimony or even to produce evi- procedures, and even reversed
some contempt citation11 l'esulting
dence material.
of studies at UNM next month.
In subsequent years other com- from congressional action; it bas
Dr. Monica Novitski- director
of the programs -said certifi- mittees were given similar duties never-the-less refused to chalcate granting ceremonies are in both England ·and America. lenge the constitutionality of the
~
·'
slated for June 13. Dental hy- Such committees operated in New Committee.
It is continually alleged by
gienists take a two-year course. York in 1691, in Massachusetts in
The Dental assisting program is 1722, and in the U.S. capital under critics of the Committee that in
the constitution in 1792.
spite of its long history, about 35
for one year.
years, the committee has succeeded in making into law one
Ol' two items; and that anyhow
it has never passed along much
legislation to the congress.
TOM PUCKETT
Implicit in this reasoning is
the belief that a committee neceson
sarily exists for one purpose
RHODESIA
alone. namely to re.<:omme.'!ld legislation. This however is' ~ri,true.
Committees wh11n set up ar'l
These days, one bears much dis.- ity was to be given certain procussion about the "problem" in tected areas, the land being gen- usually given certain specified
the former British colony of Rho.- erally poor, far ;from the rail- duties, but HCUA is not confined.
to a narrow area, it is as any
desia. Certain groups, in fact, road and served by bad roads.
Recent
events
are
even
more
recommittee
might be, autliorized
draw sweeping generalizations
vel]Jing
as
to
the
intent
of
the
to
do
a
number
of things, ineludcomparing the revolt of the white
ruling
220,000
white
minority.
In
ing
traveling
around
the country
minority in Rhodesia with that of
the American Revolution. :Because 1958, a moderate Prime Minis- as well as making legislative sug·· · ·
' ··
" '·
of the great diversity of opinions ter, Garfield Todd, tried to extend gestions.
It does these things in observ- ·
and lack of factual information the voting franchise to include a
on the topic, perhaps a brief look few thousand more Africans on ing its legally celnstituted •func•
at Rhodesia history will clear up the rolls. Todd was ousted from tions and· until congress · says · ·
power for his trouble, and fur- otherwise, ·it can IHi expected ·to·
some of the confusion.
·
In 1888 an &Kent for the South tber attempts at moderation have continue to do so.
For those who are concerned
African diamODCI aapet, Cecil received similar treatment. A reRhodes, acquired a land coaces- letter to the "Rhodesia Herald" by the way ill whicli HCUA' consioll from Lobengula, Chief of is a fairly typical example of the ducts its business it should be ..
the natiYe Matabele tribe. This white settlers' attitude. Writes mentioned that it was· the first·
was followed by the immi!P'lltion Mrs. Betty Wilde, wife of the committee to have a written pro·
of a Pioneer Column of white set- white tobacco planter: "Blacks cedure.
are
responsible
for
all
the
trouble
At
the
same
time,
however,
tlers from South Afriea. Relations
between the two peoples were, to in the world. It's blacks, blacks, HGUA has }llayed an important
part in the legislative process. ·
say the least, less than cordial• blacks. I'd shoot the lot."
The
economic
contl'asts
between
In the years 1941-1960, the Leg- •
In 1893 came the First Matabele
the
220,000
whites
and
the
four
islative
Reference Service:
the·;.
Rebellioa, when; in two major
million
Africans
are
eYen
more
itLibrary
of
Congtds"reporls'
tliat
battles, hnndreds of natiYes were
mowed down by the settlers with laminating. The anrage Euro- HCUA.. nutde l29 legislptive :rec-·:
Maxim guns, and Lobengula was pean earns 1200 pounds per an- ommendations --to-- the ··HOUse• ,,
allegedly )l!)isoned by the whites. num; the Average African, too Forty-three of these have·b'eeii in-'
In 1896 there was another re• pounds. An African pays 3 pounds corporated. into . the l~~ow of the
bellion, this time joined by the per annum for educati~ll ~oetin.t . land.. In addition, t~e E~ecutive ,
Mashonas, the other native tribe 8 pounds per year, or, a little less . has Jmpleme~ted,.~q~rtee" HqtJ4of the country. In fact, there is than half. The European pays g .. · recomm~lld~!~toi}S .1.11 ~h!l; ~O!Jll :of..
..
some grounds for doubtinl' the pounds for education cclllting 40 , Executive OJ:'ders... , . . . .
pounds
per
year,
01'
less
than
a.:
~~e
~o~d.
~!~ea~.
seh?lar,
·
validity of the original land eOilquarter.
Four
million
Africans
Ire.,ry
Steele
.
Commager,.
has
cession. In 19'9 one Roy Welen·
sky, a member of the Rhodesian occupy 50 per cent of the land,·:: m8de ·tlie poilit that' who is.. ·to· •
Parliament, asserted that Loben- while the other GO per cent is re-~;. say what. is American! Sidn~~
gula . was drunk at the time he served for the 220.000 whits. H~k .. in ·reply·;;.to. · C.9mmager.
gave the concession altd did not Under the Law and Order Mainte- pomts out that if 1t 1s impos.
know what he was doing. ''There nance Act it is estimated thn 8 ooo sible to say what iii ·un~Aml'lrr:··
was no law or custom/' Welen• Africalls in contrast to 8 &ro- " can; then it itflilte\'Vise iW!po!isibl~"
sky stated, ••among the Matabele peans, have been. convicted to . to say what is American: In which··•
permitting the sale or Kivink date. Ex»eriditure oll housing for' · case, how come ,P'!,of•. CJ.om~ager
white · railroad workers is l!lh · undertook to wr1te. a bOok called
away of land."
times as muclt.. per capita as for·. 'Th!' America~_ Min~'..!" A.par~d~x
With Rhodesia occupied and Africans. It is illeral for an Afri• ., wh1c~ sU'ggests tliat .Piirha:Ps 1t ~
conquered, Rhodes' interests, the can to cohabit with a white · POII!IJ~le to tell wha~ Js. ltll-Am!lr~·
South Mrica Company, kept
' "1ae
' t, '1.
t '11!. an oII'ense··can•
woman;· 1n
..
. . h. . .
.•..
charge of affairs until the 1920's, for
a native to make "indecent
In any cas!! t e name ."un~ .
In 1922, Southern Rhodesia be- suggestions" to a :European American" • was origin~lly.. .ac...
came a !!elf-governing colony of woman. Yet, it is 11ot illegal for a cepted. by the. conaer\'attve ;cl!n·.
the :British Commonwealth. In white man to do the same to an gre11s of 1934 llil a co.nce11sion. t~ ,
1930, the all-white Parliament African womau.
t~OB!! em the left Jmplying tha~
passed the Land Apportionment
This brief survey of Rhodesian·: rightist eonspiracies would atso
Act, which became the bifsis for history indicates that an analogy be ·investigated. As a . stop to ..tbe .•
the social order. It segregated the to the American Revolution, with left the title "House Committfle ..
two races of Rhodesia into two its cries of justice and an end to' on Communist and. .Na'li A.cti.vb:
areas; the white settlers were apoppreBsion are in error. A more. ties" was rejected in fllvor of tht'
portioned liO per cent of the land valid comparison might be with, shorter, and ptesumdbly more in• •
-the best land, se!Ted by roads a certain section of America be·.: clualve, House Committee on•tJn•u
ahd rallro8ds; the Mrican major· fore a bloody Civil War,
American Acti'fitles, • • .. .. ... '""

.

SOMEONE Must Hold Responsibility
F,pi-G.ood Taste of a Paper's Content
By JOANNE BAILEY
.lem. w~s 'one of judgment. Who
Earlier this 'semester the LOBO · was .to say what was in good
published the .now famous column taste or, conversely, what was
"Aslc Aim Slander/!. The ·intent . in bad tl'\ste?
was to' ·satirize>canipus.. life,,.Tbe· .. The problem can be likened to
result was some ratber]lointed ob" · that which has raced courts down
jection· from -on. campus and off... ·through the centuries as they
As should be Jmown by now, the.; . have, labored over defining thEl
editor thought ·better o:f the col-. term obscenity. Few rulings come
umn" and withdrew it. On ..Mar~:.b t.o the ~;arne conclusion.
17 tb~· Soard·•of .stuilent Publica,;..
In. 1857 Lord Campbell introtions,'. publisher . of' the LOBO,·· · duced. the first· piece of British
passed a resolutiol)"criticizing· the ... legislation regarding obscenity.
editor's judgment in··initially l'Un- . He defined the obscene as that
ning·'the· eolumn. End,of, EIWry7 ... which \l(as·''written for the single
Not .quite.. •· ....... :· ... ·: . ~ . . :; . purpose of corrupting the morals
The·.: resolution. passed ·by a · c)f youth and of a nature calcusqwiky five ·to four vote.•Certain·. lated to shock feelings of decency
board members expl'ellsed strong . .in any well regulated mind." He
doubts whether, .in..view•. of tb11 · ..was dealing with the matter as it
factr that::the·: edito~:.Jiaa v.olun- ' affected what would generally be
tarily removed the column, the referred to as normal people.
matter sliould·"be ·considered· at ·
A Definition
all. But the Board ..had received . In Rosin v. United Sta.tes the
a formally ·lodged .letter.. of .. com, United States Supreme Court had
plaint about the· column and de- · another group in mind when it
cided that to take no action would ruled that: "The test of obscenity
constitute. acceptance of the ·col- is whether the tendency of the
umn. · ·
matter is to deprave and corrupt
Only Beginning.
the morals of those whose minds
Once this was agreed upon the are open to such influence and
:Board then bad to decide whether into whose hands a publication of
the column was in violation of the this ·sort may .fall.'' Here the
Board's standards. ·Clearly some Supreme Court was dealing with
members felt that the column was the young, but unlike Lord Campnot in good taste. And ~ere~ the bell, als~;~ with the unbalanced.
battle began to 'build. The probStill a third attitude was ex-
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By Pete Kendall

As a master of the Latin touch from the Spanish 'Guacha Guara
in his exotic treatment of the (pronounced Wachi Wara), which
vibraphone, Cal Tjader must plays as . the lead song in the
have sensed, . when he. recol'ded album. This spicy. number was
written by Chano Pozo, the late
"So~l Sauce" last :year, that his
records wel'e. not widel:y recog- bongo drummer, who for several
nized due to their poor fidelity years in the 1940's, sparked Dizand promotion. ·
·
··
zie Gillespie's magnificent rhythm
section.
Since his change from Fantasy
The other Afro-Cuban tinged
Records, a label long known for
both the above,. to Verve Records, numbers included on the Verve
one .of the ~op J).meric!l.'!l eompa- release are "Pantano," "Somenies, Cal has achieved unparalled where in the Night," "Maramoor,"
"Tanya,'' "Leyte/' "Spring Is
success with his music.
The Tjader story . is .a simple Here," and Claire Fischer's
one of public acclaim -for his ex- "Joao,'' the last dedicated to the
citing apprl)acb to Latin dance Brazilian composel'-musician Joao
music, the stepping 11tone being Gilberto.
The only low point on the whole
San Francisco night clubs where,
like contemporary . jazz . pianist album revolves around Tjader's
Vince Guaraldi, be enjoyed his departure from his regular group
greatest success. Cal. now .plays to include Donald Byrd's trumpet
and Jimmy Heath's tenor sax on
frequ,ently on both .coaats.
His one outstanding contribu- Side One's "Afro-Blue." This one
tion to modern jazz is of course, number adds little to the album.
Apart from this small criticism,
"Soul Sauce.'' The title . stems
however, there are no major
beefs, And right from the album
front cover photograph of a tabasco sauce bottle to the notes
on the wax between the sleeves,
this record is hot from the word
go and· should remain a best seller
for some time.
"Gm!rrilla W1lrfare vs. ConIHi the
ventional Warlare"
subject of a' talk by Tran Van
Dinh, Friday, April 29' at 2:30
p.m. in the Union B~:~llroort'ls; ...
Van Dinh wilt: also speak at 8
.,.m. on' tbeJate.iJt d.lljelopmerit' of·
til~ Yi.l\t: in Vie~ ~~1}1· . ·
· ··
lie, ... ill, presently . ,chill! c:or•. ,
r~pon.dent in Washjngto'!l,. D, C.,
of~ , ~~~~'. Saigo~;~ P.o!lt ~n!f 1s fc:,r•.
mer· acting ambassador ot Viet
Nani. to.:tbis country. :.
. .
•

Vietnamese Official
To. Lecture at ·UNM
•
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Exhibition

Com pus
Briefs

SWEET AND HOT

From the Left
..

hibited in United States v. On~ lous as good taste ever hope to
:Book Called "Ulysses" when , be specific?
Judge Woolsey ruled to allow the · . Suppose citizen A reads Dosto·
importation of James . Joyc,e''s ' evsky, Shakespeare, Thucydides,
Judge Woolsey felt that Joyce's : and the New York Times, and citi"Ulysse!5" into this country. zen B reads Spillane, Queen and
"sincerity and honest effort . to the National Enquirer. Some
show e;xactly bow the minds of might suggest that citizen A has
his characters opera,te" were suffi~ · better taste than citizen B. But
cient tu outweigh any charges1 ~;~f what happens when citizen C
obscenity.
comes along with his nose in the
On March 21, 1966, the United · National Enquirer and a copy of
States Supreme Court ruled that Tbucydides' History of the Peloobscenity would be established if ponnesian Wal' stuck in his back
published material appealed to pocket? Alas, another perforprurient interest, was patently ated principle, leaking fundamenoffensive and had no redeeming tal truth like a sieve.
It would seem then that the
social value. But it went further
by stating that advertising tech- Board of Student Publications
niques which appealed to sala- was a bit presumptious in ruling
cious appetites would also result th11t the LOBO editor violated
in court action.
standards of good taste when be
Four rulings--four approaches. allowed "Ask Ann Standel'" to be
published. Was it? Quite simply,
Mol'e Definition ·
Well, then, why not try the die- no.
tionary? All right. Webster's deLOBo Privileged
fines pbscene as that which "foul,"
In the first place the LOBO
"filthf,''· · ::~isg~sting," "lewd.'1 .. enjoys a rather special position.
Now look; up lewd - "wicked,'~ It is a student newspaper, sup•
"wotthless' ~. "base"· ''lustful "~ ' ported by student funds. To this
"lascivious " "unchaste." Nice rather selective group, of which
verse, liut oh curse, it could go many are delving into the world
on forever.
If, a term as seemingly specific of ideas f()r the first impressionas obscenity can prove so nebu-

The University this week is
hosting a .seminar. meeting of the
University Council on Education
Administration.
Some 40 university officials and
school system superintendents
from all over the nation are expected to arrive here today for
the program which opens tomorrow: The seminar, which will be
headquartered at the Western
· Skies - was called to study what
is now being done by univel'sities
in the area of in-service training
for school administrators. And, it
is designed also to help formulate
guidelines for expanded and improved programs in the future.
The Council is made up of
American and Canadian universities which provide educational administration programs at the doctoral level, in addition to other
education programs.
-oDoctor Konrad Krauskopf - a
geochemist from Stanfal'd UniVel.'sity - will lecture this evening
at UNM.
The West Coast scientist will
discuss "Geochemistry of OreForming Solutions." His· talk is
scheduled for 8 o'clock in Room
122 of the Geology Building.
Dr. Krauskopf is speaking on
campus under the sponsorship of
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, geology
Lecture series. The lecture will
be open to the public at no charge •

by

ALEXANDER WILSON

· - First artist of. the U.S. Winged Wild.

·ta PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N. E.

ArtCarved settings
hold a diamond so delicately,
it's almost frightening.
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JVe've even JesianeJ a diamond
engfgement rin9 to resemble the s'?ft.fraailc
/
petals cif a new spring flower.
I
. J' So the diamond you show '!If to the
ivo 11d won 1t on!f be dazzling. But cleaant too.
In the new ArtCarvcJ collection,
ytu can choosefrom slim~ soaring, majestic
\desians. And without bcinafrightencJ.
j Because since we guarantee
! all the diamonds sve set, we also
stay ,;9 hr there .
9 uaranree they
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Spo.rts wear
Separates_
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able time, it owes writing of the
most well-though-out nature. No
publisher, who is in a position to
distribute reading matter among
some 11,000 students can dismiss
·his desponsibility to them on the
basis of the lack of a universally
accepted code.
Secondly, as responsibility and
liability for what is printed lie
with the Board, it seems only fair
that the :Board should be allowed
to set the ·standards, subjective
and artificial though they might
appear. The man who must pay
for the mistakes must at least be
allowed the chance to prevent
them.
This does not suggest that every item, indeed that any item,
in the newspaper must .be .submitted to the publisher for ap~
proval. It does not even suggest
that the publisher's idea of good
taste is necessarily the most
nearly correct. :But it does suggest. that making some effort to
arrive at standards of good taste
beats no effort at all. And the
persons or persons who make
possible a newapaper's existence
are. the rightful heirs to standardmaking.
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~ COMPLIMEN'fi"iV' Arrt4Ahlft:09GFtOCHUA£~ StE YOUR AUTHORIZEDAATCARVEDJE.Wi:LER Oit WRITE
J.R. wpoo&~!NS,. INC,. 216 EAST 4STH StREEt• HE'll YORK. N.Y. 10017

· ; Phi" Delt. Proieet
...... .
.

capris, shirts, blouses,

Aidtil participation" in a nationwide 11th annual Community Ser~
viel! Day, Phi ·Delta Thi!tti fl'aternity · cleaned street ·divjder!:T
Saturday. Tom Keagy, chairman ·
of · the service project, said 125
'cllaptetll 'thro'ligbout tlie country''
conducted sl!r\'ice pto:ie-cts in theit' .
home towns. ·Unlike previous·
years, the loc.al chapter decided
its own campus. should be tlie re•
cipient of its .Community efforts
and turned toward cleaning . hi ,
preparation :.for· the Commence~
ment, June 10•. · · .· · · · ·

poor boys

•See orea11 oramoad Rin1s o11y at thse Authorized Arttlaned Jewelers
Alamogordo

Los Alamos
HAYES JEWELRY

SORENSON JEWELRY
Albuquerque

Santa Fe
, S. SPITZ JEWELRY

BUTTERFIELD JEWELRY

W{l{ljfll//-fN/iiiH
2904 Central, SE
Free Parking-Rear Ent~ance

'··

Albuquerque

Silver City

JUDD JEWELERS

PAUL It GANTZ

Artesia
CHANDLER'S JEWELRY
Gallup
.
HOLMAN JE,WELRY co... :..

Tucumcari

BLITZ JEWELRY

· "·

~~--~--------------------------- -----~--
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ist" and "Galileo" will be offered
free of charge to all interested
pet·sons, which means that no one
will show up.

Please don't
by that
lett{lr (see yesterday's LOBO).
The MIRAGE, ~hough behind, will
come out on time. And while
* * *
you're waiting, just keep these
Now that Ed Engel (ex-Albufew words in mind;
querque city manager) "retired"
Of the MIRAGE, here's a sonnet from his post, he has been ofBut there's no staff working on it fered a job at the Union Snack
But you'll all see in May
Bar. It seems that his ideas about
That day after day
a gas tax will conform to Snack
Needless ·was the wrath upon it. Bar products extremely well.

* * *

* * *

UNM's 66 yea1·book
Has all of this long year took
With deadlines past
And the staff half gassed
Writes letters to get me in gear. book

The publications board will be
selecting new editors for the 196667 year. Up for grabs will be the
editorship of the 1967 MIRAGE.
In fact, if things keep going the
way they are, the 1966 editorship might be up for grabs. Best
of luck to the candidates, however. And to the present editor.

* * *

* * *

The Snack Bar, keenly aware
of recent columns, honored my
birthday with a gorgeous cake. I
haven't had a chance to eat it yet
as the FBI crime lab reported
that they won't be finished with
their analysis until F1·iday.

Complaints Filed
About Election

(Continued from Page 1)
25 votes would have been more
than enough, van Dresser said -to
place him among the 12 senators
*
*
*
Speaking of the Snack Bar, I slated for a full one year term.
Makes Suggestions
ordered a sundae yesterday afterThe plaintiff made several sugnoon..
I don't know if your familiar gestions to Student Court conwith the slow service at the coun- cerning his complaint. He advised
ter, but :my order won't be ready that all ballots not listing his
na,me be east out, or that, o£ the
till Mondae.
·
number of ballots not containing
.. * ..
his name, one vote for each three
Yesterday, we covered the story such ballots be added to his total,
of the Snack Bar's participation or that he should be placed in a
in the Civil War. Having ex- full year term "should any senposed that, we cannot leave ·out ator presently in a full year term
the tale of the Associated Stu· drop from office prior to the fall
dents Bookstore part in World general elections.
War II.
Van Dresser substantiated his~
It all started in 1939, when charge that no correction had
h?okstore d!rector Mark Upp de- been made on the ballots by ofetd~d to .ratse the price of books fering two students' statements
for the third time. This raise and to the effect that his name was
the regime established as a result not on the ballots they were iswas known as the Third Heich.
sued. One student voted at 9:30
a.m., the other at 4 p;m.
* .. *
Rodey Theater is planning two ·
· Complaint To Come
productions to be presented April
Student Court Chief Justice
29 and 30. The plays, "The Typ- Bill Vicary told the LOBO that.
although a formal complaint has
not yet been issued by Walter
(Chuck) Worley, the candidate
has told the Cour.t that he will
soon file one against Election
Committee Chairman Ward KoeSeven UNM · graduates now berle and/or Eleetion Steward
holding jobll in top offices in Peter Rinn:
· ·
said
that
Worley's reVicary
Washington or the federal ser- _
quest
for
a
recount
had
been device received their undergraduate
nied by both Koeberle and Rinn. degrees with a major in govern- · Worley's request had been
ment, reports Professor Doro- prompted by the fact that only
thy Cline of the UNM department one vote separated him from posiof government.
tion 25.
On her recent trip to WashingVieary did not say if any hearton, D. C., for the 1966 campaign ings had been set for either \fan
convention for Democratic women, Dresser's or Bowley's complaints,
Miss Cline spoke with several of nor could be say what the pro·
the UNM graduates.
bable outcOJ!I,e of either would be.

..
'

UNM Graduates
Hold Federal Jobs
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· Students for Democratic Society will meet tonight, .April 28,
at 8 in Room 250-C of the Union.
Items of discussion will deal with
political action for peace and the
eourse guide evaluation booklet.
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SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
Phone 242·0096
Your Texaco Star Dealer
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TIES-BELTS 10% Off
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OPPOSITE UNM. CAMPUS

2312 CENTRAL St:
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SAVE 50o/o
ON YOUTH FARES
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*Half fare for young

Fiesta Booths

adults between the age
of 12 and 22.

All organizations particinating

in Fiesta .Midway are asked to
send a representative to a meeting
in Room 231-B of the Union, May
3 at 7:30 p.m. Representatives
are to bring booth descriptions
and deposits.

*Fly any day-any flight
Advance reservations will
not be mode for passengers
paying Youth Fares. However, once travel has commenced, passengers payint
Youth Fares will not be -.
removed at points intermediate to their final oa
line destination.
*A Youth Fare
Identification Card,
co::rsonly $5.00
·pe
unlimited travel
TTA system. Good for
year from date of
issuance. Apply today!

nA College Sales Mlnapr,

Make this your year

to
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BOBBY J'·S
.MOTORCYCLE S"LES
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Swing into Spring on a Yamaha
Newport 50. This lively one has
all the conveniences, Stepthru frame, 3-speed gearbox,
automatic clutch and optional
electric starter. And how about
that price! The Newport 50 is
the lowest priced way to Yamaha.
It's the easiest way to enter the
Swinging World. And it's safe too
••• if you can ride a bicycle,
you can ride a Yamaha. Come on. }
Come in and let us show you ·
why our Yamahas, with proven
oil injection, are the top-selling : ; t
2-strokes in the U.S.

'I . . . ~.
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. ~:.,:,:~-_:: ·:: ·fireWork plaids on ice cool-oxford voile

YAMAHA

Dlsco11er the Swln&ln& World
of Yamaha at

I
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The Collegiate Press Servi_ce
NEW YORK (CPS)-A Board
of Trustees review at St. John's
University has resulted in the reinstatement of one of the 31 professors who was dismissed in midDecember.
Prof. James V. Smith, an instructor of English, was notified
last week that his contract will
be continued. He was told;_ ~}).~ decision was made it-~illo'ard,on
Fe_J>, 10. There wa~ · . i.>ian~tlon
of :the delay in anno
rig the :decision.
"·
:
Prof. Smith initiated the reinstatement procedure when .he
sought an interview with the· Very
Rev. Joseph T. Cahill, president
of the university, on the advice of
his dean. The reinstatement request was made by the president
to the board in February.
No charges had ever been levied
against Smith, and the board said
it reviewed his case without giving him a hearing as "it wasn't
necessary."
Smith had been relieved of his
teaching duties at the time of his
dismissal on Dee. 15. St. John's
officials said he will be returned
to his t'i!aching duties for the summer session.

INT£RNAtiONAl. CORI'IDI'fAHON

Reg. 2.49-NOW 1.49
3.49-NOW 2.49

.

Boord Reinstates
Fired Professor

YAMAHA

SHORT SLEEVE IVY SHIRTS

Open TuM. & Fri. Nights Until 8:30.

F
R

....

$245.00

HENLEY KNIT SHIRTS
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* * *

Rodey's last play of the season
(thank God) will be "Brigadoon".
The story is a-bout a town that
appears only once in every hundred years (hmmmm? must have
had Ed Engel for a city manager).

* *·
be upset

Kendall will need all of his luck
With the yearbook next to get
stuck
It would do him much better
To not co-sign letters
And think twice before passing
the buck

.

SDS Meeting

9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

~o.seoAAI<:R

By THOMAS ORMSBY
Well, I had a very pleasant
birthday yeste~·day. In fact, it
was one of the nicest I can remember.
Mos:t of the day was spent opening gifts, reading ca1·ds from my
friends and lette1·s (in the LOBO)
from the MIRAGE staff.
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Country Gentleman: mint julep cool, breezeweight- this spirited
6ant sport shirt tenaciously maintains ,its crisp facade in hot, humid weather

CLIP COUPON and mail wfth membership fee tot ·

,-----_.. __ ___ ...... ___ .............. .
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Thursday, April28, 1966

allroom Assembly Honors U Students

--------~--------------------~~~~=

Track Team Will Compete 1n California Relays
•

. New Me~dco Lobos will compete
m_two of the nation's top rela;Vs
this weekend as coach Hu h
~ackett enters the majority ~f
his squad in the Mt. San Antonio
Relays in Walnut, Calif., and
doubles one man in both the Walnut .meet and the Drake Relays,
Distance star George Scott will
~efend his three mile title Friday
In Des Moines at the Drake Re
lays and then will fly to Walnut
for the running of the 5000 meters
·
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• ·
on h1s. entries in the sprint and
two mile relay. In the spring the
Lobos wi.ll enter Steve Caminiti
(220), Jim Singer (220), Ken
.. Head (4~0) and Mike Thornton
(880) WJth Clark Mitchell, ·Pat
9ox, Thornto;n and John Baker
IJI the two mlle.
· Hackett will pick his entries in
the 440 and 880 relays from Bern~e. iRivers, Rene Matison, CAmi
Dlb, Head, Singer and Art· Carter.
New Mexico's best this year in
the; 440 is :40.1, one of the best in .
t~e nation. The mile rel~:~y will
c~m~ from Head, Carter, Matison,
R1vers and Clark Mitchell.
Robinson To Compete
Clarence Robinson will be in the
invitational long jump going
against su~:h n~:~tional stars as

California Striders, Wesley'Ciayton and Gayle Hopkins.
He will also be in the invitational. triple jump going tgainst
the class of the u~:~tion. Robinson's
best this season is 50·1* but will
meet head-on with USC's Mahoney Samuels who has a 52-2M!
triple this season. Art B.axter
will also be in t\le open triple. His
best this year. is 49-8%.
Jeff Brannon, the 5-7* senior,
·will be entered this in the high
jump with last week's jump . of
6-8.% his best this year. Other
entries include Web Loudat in the
3000 ro.eter steeplechase, Harold
Bailey in the 120 high hurdles
Fred Knight in the 440 yard
hurdles and Ron Eller in the
10,000 meter run.

Baseball Squad PlaBru;s...~·,:,~~t" tO ASU·

h~teAUn~M baSsetabteall Usqu_ad ~I

.

zona
nrversity
m a three game series of Western
Athletic Conference play this
weekend.
The series will start on Friday
with a single game scheduled for
3 p.m. while the twin bill will get
underway at 1 p.m. on Saturday
LobosAre 18-12
•

while Pentland also is 7-2 for the of WAC. at the end of the first
season.
·
round of play. Homerun honors
'
The Lobos .enter the series with are equally divided among Aria. team b~ttmg average of .317 zona State's Jim Armstrong, Kent
With ~14 hits including 45 doubles, P«;ddy, Reggie Jackson; Jeff P(!nt36 tripl~s, a~d eight homeruns. lan~~ Ar~ona's Eddie Leon •and
T~e Sun Devils enter the series N~w Mexico's Dick Ness. Each
~t~ a ~eam average of .278 with haS' one roundtripper. • ' .· . ' 1
.., bou les, 22 triples, and 11
.~.our aggers.
B
·
unt Leads Fll'st Round
h. Ron B}lnt, Lobo outfielder, leads
Itters m the southern division

Aesthetics Studies ·.·
To Be Held-in Taos·:·

The Lobos wiJI be pac d b
\!AC
southern division's l:adin:

hitter Ron Bunt and enter the
series with an 111-12 season record. The Lobos are 1-5 for conference. play with the only victory "!remg a 4,.3 win over Arizona.
Anzona State enters the series
as the conference leader with a
5-1 season record in conference
play and a 34-7 season total.
McAulay To Start
Lobo · coach Bob Leigh is expected to start sophomore • Bob
McAulay to oppose ASU•s left~nder Jeff Pentland in Friday's
smgle game. McAulay is now 7-2

T~e D. H. Lawrence Ranch in

Taos will be site for the ninth
anl!ual ~esthetics Institute of the
University of New Mexico philosophy department June 20-24.
The one-credit course has general ~p,ic of "The Artist and The
Public. Staff includes Dr. Hu~rt
Alexander and Howard Sher~~
UNM; Melvin Rader, UniveisitYi
of Washington and William Saelt!.
steder, _university of Colorado. ·
. Appbcatiqns forms and further
Information are available at the
~epartment of philosophy, Bandeber Ball, UNM.
1 1•,

Women Athletes·
Attend 2Meets

..'"

Coach Leigh is expected to
start LaPrairie, ss; Scott Childress, .2b; Pappan, c; Dave Chase,
If; Mark Johnson, cf; Mike Me-.
Laughlin, 1b; Mike Moyer, 3b ·,
and the pitcher.
Will Start
The Sun Devils are expected to
-start: Jack Lind, 3b, Duffy Dyer
c; Reggie Jackson, cf; Ra_lph Car;
penter, If; Jan Kleinman, 1b; Jim
A~mstrong, ss; Glenn Smith, rf;
Jacw Smitheran, 2b, and the
pitcher.
Lobos Bob McAulay, Jim Kalk
Bill Polk and Bill Posen are ·ex~
pected to split up the pitching du_ties while Arizona State will probably start John Pavlik (7-1), Jetr
Pentland (7-2) and Dale Spier
(6-2) or Ted Aobison (5-0).

,,
•
. RO~INSON
wdl.;.;compete with the·nation's
,-~t long jumpers at{tbe Mt.
Sa~~; Antonio Relays m"Walnut,
Cabf.
,.,

LISTEN·
To KNMD
I

, D RAG RA•C Es

f.

ALBUQUERQUE DRAG_WAY
4 millis sauth on llroodway· to
Los Picaros ~d-Eost 3 miles

SEASON OPENING-MAY 1
Monageriiilllt: .

NEW MEXICO TIMING ASSOC.
TROPHIES AWARO~D AI.L C,.._SSES
STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
ALSO: Flats $1.00
501 YALE S.E.

Lube $1.00
247.0858
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!,;santa Anna Plans
~-"'~Outdoor Service

".

\~.,..,_ •io ~
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~

An outdoor non-denominational
.church service will be held this
Sunday at 10 a.m. in the court
yard of Mesa Vista.
The service, sponsored by Santa
· ~- Anna, W-ill be given by Joe Casas,
! .. John Thorson, Mary Jane Davidson, and Jan Cloughly.
!_!!' '. The music will be supplied by
}:j Ben Chavez, Le. s . Swindle and
·Rich Hutt.
; • .
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~~~SF College Accepts

S~f~IfG uool. Fenced and fllt.cred. El<b ~~ room home, 1
bath• <Ia rage
· 11ar.....,,ue, patio. landscaping.. H~rd wood
,;>rs,,I!:duet.cd heating & cooling . Sp<>t25~:822r~""; • $19,000. Faculty •owner.
• . 27, 28, 29, 5/2,
HAedND KNIT all wool roll collar t>oncbor
and grey. $15,00. Will also knit oth·
~6'6-2tS6l~/h,"~~~r29~CJfi~ion. ~!:· Boyd,

*

t ·Money from State

'

lolak" offer.
298~'.}8•~le.
••
. .

Call Dr. Chapman,

4·18, 27
S!';RVlCES
TYPEWRITEtt bales & repair Special
!') kUNM student. on all machines
'r~ P•c up. & delivery. E & E T
•
2'B~~~sl•<vJce. 2217 Coal SE, u?.:'.:'.;

. Falc$
6.50
(

ENTIRE
OUTFIT
$10
SusCuff·

FIRST AND GOlD - DIAL' 247-4347

t"J

~-

~~l "!'11 or trade-Ponche 1959 hardtop

COAT
and

Non-denominational

"

I95p CH&XROLET 2-door, Good condi~~n29_Askmg $175. Call 242-7533. 4/27,

TUX!

::\Vol. 69
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__
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..

PE:RSONA~IZED R!'d crcati\'c alt.cration8
and restylmg. SeW•ng and mending Mrs
Hov~r, 207 Stanford SI!: ·(close to" Uni:
\'ersrty), phone 242-7533.

PERSONAX.S
GIRL .1'0 uharc apartment cxpen•es with
workmg wo!"nn and ~mall ..,n, 2 Block•
from bUs l•ne. Call Carol at 242·8051
betwe"" 8 am-5 ptn, 4/22, 25, 27.
GREETING cardl! f<>l' every oeca.lon. Con·
l.cmporat')', Mother's Day, Also Quality
Wedding Invitations, Gresham's llouse t>t
Hallmark, 3501 Lomas HE.
FLYING students cheek our new lower
rat.... A•k about the $5.00 introductotll
otrer. Many additional features at no
extra coot. Cnll Southw.. torn Skyw..,..
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How to look good on any golf cours . I 't b
.
.
"
and wear knit that stays fresh and e•. Pay I old With Arrow's Mr. Golf, the Decton wash
too. An extra-long back tail keeps do~~s~~~et~~;~~tee~h and beyond. Stays tucked-in,
standout colors, $5. Pick out a few at your Arrow'~~n::r.
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Graduate Record Exam Is Tomorrow. Don't Forget!

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

~1

,_

YOU

Judice of the Student Court Bill Vicary. Dean of Stu·
dents Harold Lavender held an informal reception
after the assemly to welcome those who were there
.!1-nd honor th011e who were recognized for their ~hievement. •· """' · ·-:-o·--·-.------ ··----·.

EXlcoLOBO

EW

;,
_1

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES·
4 line ad., 65~ timeo, $2.00. lt1lle~
m~ be. sulnn.t!ed by noon on day before
u.ublicat•~n. to Room 159, Student Publicabans Bulldmg. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4I02.
FOR SALE
3 f!E.DROOM, 1 bath, fireplace, oeparate
d1nJJ'IJt room,. comer lot w /alley access
to.;~alled yard w/inner walled patio, 0.8
m•= to UNM:. 323 Amherst Dr SE
$U,250; $450 down. 277-2020: 25G-1243;
4/22, 25, 27, 28.

Citizenship award, and the Henry Kiker Memorial
Award. Neta Caester, a Junior, was t..he recipient of
the Betty llall Memorial Award. ~ew memb!i!rs were
tapped for all six ho11.oraries, and a.thletes were rec.ogniaed tor their ouU,tanding tiertormaru:e... 'l'lte new
student government was also inaugurated by Chief

~

"

RON BUNT

SHE
·LIKES

INA

HONORS WERE in order last night at the annual
Honors Day Assembly sponsored by Blue Key, national. aenioJ" meil'a hon01:ar7 at UNM,. T01a ~car
atole the mow, takirlg-fo~U· bulividua1 honiiJ'f•. lle ·was
chOBen as outstanding aenior man by the LOBO, wu
awarded the Inter-Religious Council award, Alumni

Gale Opens at 7:00 A.M.
Time Trials at 8:00 A.M.
Eliminations at 1:00 P.M.

•

• ~omen's athletics will see actiVJ~ at UNM this weekend with
mee~m~ of two recreation orgaru!lations and a women's gymnastics meet scheduled.
The Rocky Mountain Regional
Confere?lce of the Athletic and
Recreation Federation of College
Women will gather with the
'Yomen's Recreation and Educational Assn. of New Mexico Friday and Saturday, April 29_30.
The Rocky Mountain Regional
women:s. _invitational gymnastics
com:petition will be Friday and
Saturday also with 40 coed gymnasts expected.
About 100 Participants are exPected at the joint recreational
group conclave. The federation of
college. wo~en governs women's
r!l';rea~IOn m colleges and universUititaehs m New Mexico, Colorado
and Wyoming.
•

I

/
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SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) San Francisco State College's
faculty senl\te has decided to ae·
eept $3,000 from the State Legislature for teaching excellence
awards which it had first rejected.
The senate first turned down
the Legislature's offer because it
felt teaching excellence should be
rewarded by higher salaries
rather than money allocat.ed by
the Legislature for awards.
The senate also said it would
be difficult, or impossible, to set
up a workable criterion for judging a ·gOod teacher, and that the
Legislature should not meddle in
academic aft'airl!l in regard to
teaching excellence.
A aimilar rJian of honoring
teaching excellence was proposed
by Oregon last year and rejected
by the University of Oregon.
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n ers ecelve Abortion Is Topic Privileged Hours
Contest Awords · ·Of . 5peake r Here Tried by Seniors

Winners of the 1966 English
"A woman should have utter hers. They are planning on workDepartment-Thunderbird Creative
freedom • • • she should not be ing every Saturday morning until
Writing Contest have been an- forced
to bear children she doesn't the survey is completed.
nounced. Awards for poetry writ- want.'' such were the expressed
Earnest Mares reported on
ing and short story writing were remark'S of Duncan Simmons at speeches made by himself, Rudy
last night's meeting of the Stu- Andrews of the DuBois Club and
given.
James Kennedy to students at the
dentS
for a Democratic Society.
Frederick Fields won the Kappa
New Mexico Institute of Mining
Simmons
was
invited
by
the
Kappa Gamma Memorial Prize
local SDS to speak on the problem and Technology. Mares reported
for poetry. His group of poems of illegitimate births and abor- that the speeches were well received by the students. The three
"Poems from the Forest," espe- tions in the .U.S.
spoke
on the "New Left LOoks
cially "Late Day," won him the
Simmons, whQ worked in ·state at American Democracy," and an$25 prize.
government for 10 years said swered qUestions raised by the
First prize winner in the K3ppa that he is a representative of a audience.
Alpha Thetl\ Awards for poetry "social improvement association"
The draft was also .a subject of
was Kelly McGuire for her group devoted to fighting 11 Unight laws" discussion at the meeting. Forof poems, especially "Ducks.'' against legalized abortion.
mer SDS chairman Phil Nicholson
Characterizing the question of · reported that SDS groups acros-s
Second place went to Harry Gar•
cia for his poem· "Epigram on a state interference in sexual mat- the country had passed out sheets
ters as "backward," Simmons said of questions on Viet Nam to draft
Nation at Work!'
The winner of the Lenna M. that "times are changing." He eligible persons.
Todd Memorial Short Story con- said that he did not understand
James Kennedy suggested that
test went to Frederick Fields, for "Wh7 morality is associated with "liberal and progressive" profeshis · short story, "Before they sex,"
sors be informed of the relevance
Morality "is not· the proper con- of grades to draft eligibility.
Went.'• The story entitled "The
Professionals" won second place cern of the government." And the
repeal of· anti-abortion laws by
awatds for Edith Higgins.
the state "would not result in a
Alfred !lowden's short story, moral breakdown;" declared Simj'The Teeth," won the $15 third mons. Such matters, according to
place award. Honorable mention Simmons, are the concern of "the
The Albuquerque Youth Sym-went to Edith Higgins for her individual}'
phony will present a concert in
short 11tory "Post-Material.''
In other areas the SDS mem- .honor of Mother's Day and in
The jUdges for the contest were bers discussed the proposed appreciation of Coronado ShopDr. Willis Jacobs in poetry and • "class evaluation guide.'' The ping Center merchants, WednesEdward Cohen and Howard Stark guide is being compiled by SDS day, May 4, in the center's mall
for the short stories.
members and will be distributed at 7 p.m.
Dale Kempter, assistant profes•
The category of the Phi Sigma to incoming students next fall.
sor
of musie at the UNM departKappa Playwriting Award re- The guide will be a tabulation of
ment
of music, will conduct.
poll
results
made
by
SDS
meni~
eeived no entries,

Youth Symphony

Presents Concert

..

A trial period of one semesta':'!
has been set for the privileged
hours program for senior women
announced by the UNM Associated Women Students organization.
Initiation of the program results from a controversy over
the hours issue on campus for
-several months.
The privilege of i<no hours" ill
extended to all women of senior
status who maintain a 2.0 cumulative grade point living in Hokona Hall who applied at an ori·
entation meeting.
Purpose of the meeting was to
explain and discuss the responsibilities, goals, purposes and m~ ·
chanics . of the program.. The
AWS Judicial Board and AWS
officers presided.
Extended hours under the program are in effect only on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights.
Evaluation of the privileges will
be at the end of the trial period
by the AWS executive council,
the Dean of Women and the
AWS Judicial Board.
Recommendations of this committee then will be presented to
the All Women's Council for further action to make the program
.. .
permanent.
Procedures for enforcing the
program have been vested in the
Judicial Board.

